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Historical sources tell us that the Syr Darya has had different names. Ci'ensi sanzang fashi zhuan 大唐大慈恩寺三藏法師傳),9 a difference that deserves careful attention. We need to discover whether Ye he or Yeye he is the correct form of the original expression for Xuanzang before proceeding to a more detailed examination of the name. The river is named twice in Xuanzang's Account, first in the passage for Tashkent (Zheshiguo 赭時國) and then in the passage of SuTRSNa (Sudulisenaguo 窣堵利瑟那國); both occurrences appear as Yehe in the later editions of the Tripiṭaka. We present the relevant passages below (punctuation marks omitted intentionally)10: 
